and small, also had books published about them in the seventeenth century.5
The shrine books are all in the vernacular, suggesting a French-reading and educated audience, but not necessarily a learned one. The books are not pilgrim guides in any obvious way, although their authors told stories about the shrines' miracles and marvels and often included prayers, litanies, and sample vows. Yet the shrine books differ from Marian atlases and theologies on the one hand and pilgrim guides on the other. The authors wrote only sparingly of the Virgin herself. Instead, they immersed their readers in history. They recounted legends and miracle stories, but increasingly they turned to history to build interest in the shrines. Ultimately the authors wanted to convince their readers that the shrines were ancient. In effect, they created old places by means of a text. As we will see, they were less successful at proving the ancient origins of these places than at spreading an aura of antiquity over them.
Yet old was in a delicate balance with new. New shrines were built and older ones substantially rebuilt, especially during the period of Catholic resurgence after the religious wars (1562-98). Old shrines and cults were the most valued, but recent miracles and marvels stirred up interest in news from the shrines. Authors routinely noted that they wrote to satisfy "the curious" who wanted to know about shrines and their marvels. Old tangled with new to create the impression that the shrines were both ancient and recently animated with sacred power.
The authors of shrine books researched, wrote, and published during a great age of historical scholarship, both secular or "profane" and ecclesiastical or "sacred." While the authors of shrine books do not rise to the level of erudition displayed by ecclesiastical historians like Cesare Baronio, Antonio Bosio, or Gilbert Génébrard, their books show the tremendous variety of religious uses to which the past was put.6 The shrine books are not precisely histories of the
